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ONE PAGER
THE OWD IN BRIEF

the one world discovery aims to make the international public aware of 
the values of our planet.

with beautiful pictures and exciting stories, 
presented by empowered young women, the series offers 

modern edutainment as ablend of documentary, road movie, and social media elements.

in 7 episodes plus daily diaries & social media campaigns per country, 
the owd presents a sophisticated storytelling about history, culture, tradition, environment, 

sustainability, art, life, people, and much more. 

in a haunting, emotional, entertaining, easy-to-understand way, and always associated with 
a positive message, the stories are addressed through the v-guides to 
a broad international target group, independent of age or gender*.

*the main age group is between 1�-�� years.
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SYNOPSIS
EDUTAINMENT IN A NUTSHELL

THE HOSTS
the one world discovery leads a group of empowered, unique, active women, who 
call themselves THE V-GUIDES, on an adventurous journey around the world. 

together they explore the countries on foot, e-bikes, by public transport, here and 
there on horseback or in a carriage, and in their beloved mobile home, the V-MOBILE.

THE AIM 
the v-guides are modern treasure hunters. but the treasures they seek are the values of 
our world and the countries they visit. therefore, the friends explore the cities and countryside and, of course, nature. they immerse 
themselves deeply in the countries' histories, art, cultures, traditions, customs, cuisines, funny sides, and the everyday life of the locals. 
due to their individuality, their different passions and strengths, as well as their special personalities, each v-guide addresses its own 
generation- and age-ndependent target group worldwide. however, the focus is on edutaining the age-group of ��-��.

THE PUBLICATION
in each country, the girls present their adventures fortnightly�weekly in 7 FILM EPISODES �plus specials�, DAILY DIARIES �video, podcasts, 
stories, cross-media�, and WEEKLY REPORTS �magazine, plus international media partners�.  

G R E TA I N E S M A G D A VA LE R IE E L E N A M A D ELI N E
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7 WEEKS DENMARK
7 EPISODES + THE BIGGEST MEDIA COVERAGE FOR UP TO 6 MONTHS

the adventurous v-guides discover lively cities and hidden gems characterized by history and long 
traditions. they explore places full of culture, art, and entertainment. moreover, the v-guides meet very 
interesting locals who show them their everyday life and the beauty of their home place. the journey 
goes from old towns to vibrant cities, from lush forests to rough cliffs, from popular beaches to 
secret ones, and from the mainland to many islands. no question, amazing denmark belongs to the 
most impressive places on earth. therefore, it's time for THE ONE WORLD DISCOVERY
7 WEEKS DENMARK

© pictures belong to the respective  
photographers & agencies. these images are  
just illustrative material for the internal use,  
but not for publishing.
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WEEK I 
SØNDERJYLLAND

the v-guides start at the german-danish border. from old military camps �frøslev� and beautiful 
castles �sønderborg, tønder� to witches and watchmen �ribe�, seal safaries under the black sun 
�wadden sea�, the man at the sea �esbjerg�, design �kolding, vejle�, unesco sites �jelling�, legoland, 
fashion �ikast-brande, herning�, a treasure hunt �horsens�, and the himmelbjergturn �silkeborg� to 
the reunion tower �voervadsbro�.
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this week is dedicated to vibrant aarhus. the v-guides first visit the university, 
where they meet friends who then introduce their city to the girls. together they 
discover the waterfront, the many museums and galleries, parks and gardens, 
observatories, den gamle by, fun parks, breweries, and wineries, the latin quarter, 
events like the aarhus pride, street food, shopping highlights as well as the 
cultural scene with its many venues, restaurants, and bars. of course, the girls 
take part in the coolest party in the north, kapsejladsen, and more.

WEEK II
AARHUS
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WEEK III
NORDJYLLAND

the week starts at rosenholm slot �hornslet�. the v-guides then head via the 
frigates jylland �ebeltoft�, to djurs sommerland �djursland�, and the many 
sights in grenaa and auning. spa, massage, and sauna as well as a "trip to 
memphis" �randers� and a treasure hunt �viborg� are also on the program, 
as well as glass workshops in nibe, and the beach in klitmøller. the girls then 
follow in the footsteps of the olsen gang �hanstholm� before the journey 
takes the friends to the treasures of aalborg.
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the v-guides lead the way via lindholm høje �engholm� to the castles in 
dronninglund. you can relax on the beautiful beaches �e.g. pandrup�, 
marvel at the famous lighthouse in rubjerg knude, and experience 
midsommar in skagen. via frederikshavn you get to fyn via læsø, 
anholt, samsø, tunø, endelave. the girls explore the north of the 
island, then follow in the footsteps of h.c. andersen to explore his 
hometown odense in detail.

WEEK IV
FROM JYLLAND TO FYN & ODENSE
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WEEK V
TO THE COLD CARIBBEAN

now, it goes to christiansø and frederiksø, where the v-gudies discover a lot of beautiful nature and sleep in 
a former prison. then, among many other things, they experience a lot of traditional handicrafts, play with 
their echo, and taste handmade lakrids �licorice�, chocolate, and the biggest ice cream on earth in bornholm 
before they discover the cities and nature of south sealand.
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WEEK VI
FROM BORNHOLM TO SOUTH SEALAND

now, it goes to christiansø and frederiksø, where the v-gudies discover a lot of 
beautiful nature and sleep in a former prison. then, among many other things, they 
experience a lot of traditional handicrafts, play with their echo, and taste handmade 
lakrids (licorice), chocolate, and the biggest ice cream on earth in bornholm before 
they discover the cities and nature of south sealand.
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WEEK VII
SJÆLLAND

this week is again action-packed and full of adventures. the v-gudies dive deep into the history of the vikings and king harald bluethooth on their way 
through sealand to copenhagen. the friends explore nature, parks, and farms. they discover wonderful palaces and castles, meet artisans everywhere, and 
do a lot of sports on land and water. finally, the girls also have a good time at the restaurants and spas, and a lot of fun at the festivals and parties.
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CPH SPECIAL
7 DAYS COPENHAGEN

the v-guides had actually only planned � weeks for their discovery through denmark. but with 
so much adventure, culture, history, fun and so many wonderful people, they take a whole week 
more to explore wonderful copenhagen. the bike rules here. in the upcoming � days, the girls learn 
a lot about architecture, modern vikings like the e-sports team astralis, and the noble family. the 
v-guides meet many interesting personalities and celebrities, and they enjoy the vivid and fun life in 
one of the most beautiful cities in our world.
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PLACEMENT EXAMPLE
WITHIN THE STORYTELLING

the v-guides... presented topic / area / part style of the v-guides

arrive and check in house, lobby�foyer, reception, team urban, casual, travel looks

move into the room the first attributes of the suite�room change of clothes (city, sportive ...)

go to town� on excursion architecture, specials l.a.

return & refresh themselves room & bath wellness, beauty ...

have dinner � enjoy evening restaurant, bar, talk with chef & staff chic, classy

sunset terrace / pool / bar ... l.a., swimwear ...

going to sleep room, bath, bed, comfort ... pajamas, lingerie ...

awaking bed, comfort, bath wellness, beauty, lingerie, pajamas

fitness gym � pool ... sportive, swimwear, wellness ...

breakfast restaurant, talk with manager... casual

departure foyer, house travel looks

example for a hotel integration  
�adaptable to all product and service areas�

images: grand hyatt story
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CREDENTIALS
PREVIOUS LOCATION PARTNERS (EXCERPT) **

grand hyattgrand hyatt

weinmeister hotelweinmeister hotel

classical remiseclassical remise

gdr museumgdr museum

museum of technologymuseum of technologyblue man groupblue man group

flexvitflexvit

liquidrom spaliquidrom spa

henning wehlandhenning wehland

duke restaurantduke restaurantfriedrichstadt-palastfriedrichstadt-palastmuseum for film and televisionmuseum for film and television

stoelzle glassstoelzle glass solar restaurantsolar restaurant

olympic spaolympic spa

ellington hotelellington hotel

suite suite 030300

hurrican factoryhurrican factory

yoga with ricardayoga with ricarda

panorama punktpanorama punkt
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CREDENTIALS
PREVIOUS LOCATION PARTNERS (EXCERPT) **

museum of technologymuseum of technology

solar barsolar bar

porscheporsche

ellington hotelellington hotel

vox restaurantvox restaurant

vox barvox bartempelhof airporttempelhof airport

vox restauurantvox restauurantzoo berlinzoo berlin

castle hotel ziethencastle hotel ziethengrand hyattgrand hyatt
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CREDENTIALS
PREVIOUS LOCATION PARTNERS (EXCERPT) **

soflow scooterssoflow scooters

tempelhof airporttempelhof airport

friedrichstadt-palastfriedrichstadt-palast

olympic spaolympic spa
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

coverage: � episodes + copenhagen special

frequency: weekly�fortnightly

avarage running time: �� minutes 

additional coverage during the production:
 daily diaries & stories: á �-1� min. each day, from start of the production
 weekly reviews & podcasts: ca. 1�-�0 min. 
 depending on the occasion: live-streams

visualization video: a modern, harmonious, atmospheric, sensational mix of an informative tv-
documentary, a commercial image-video, an exciting road-movie, an entertaining late-night-show, 
and an authentic youtube journey. additionally, spectacular aerial shots will be produced.

visualization editorials: high-glossy, campaign & catalog, report�documentary, travel, art

visualization diaries, live-streams & behind the scenes: 
fresh, modern, funny, entertaining, social-media-style 

copyrights: all footage will be provided to you for an unlimited time. it includes the license to 
use the material in other media when given credit to the owd. furthermore, we can offer you an 
image video that encapsulates the most beautiful moments of the journey.
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THE KEY FACTS
VISUALIZATION - RUNNING TIME - DISTRIBUTION - AUDIENCE

publication area: international

multiplicators 1: the v-guides are powerful multipliers. they share 
the content on various channels. we collaborate with universities 
in that field additionally.
multiplicators 2: the content will be shared with production part-
ners, and international media partners.

audience: they expect sophisticated, entertaining and authentic 
stories, in short: values. their interests are: travelling, culture, 
history, nature, lifestyle, entertainment, design, technology, art, 
wellness & health, food, beauty, sport, traditions, and much more.

target group: due to the v-guides and a large amount of content, 
the owd is aimed at all age groups and genders, regardless of re-
gion. however, the main target group is 1�-��.

time of production: starting may�june ����
team: ca. �-� persons

publication time: from the first day, the publication starts in-
stantly with social media diaries. the episodes will be published 
in 1-� weeks intervals. 
the active publication period is about � months. the episodes 
will then be available for an unlimited time in the media centers.

planned reach: 1.200.000

production costs: depending on the scope of the publication*

*the production cost will be shared among all partners according to the scope of the respective coverage.



CONTACT US

MANAGING DIRECTOR:
marco kokkot

ADDRESS  GERMANY
valeur magazine, prinz-eugen-strasse 1�  
1���� berlin | germany

PHONE: 
+49 30 54 73 97 47 

E-MAIL:    
management:   marco kokkot · marco.kokkot@valeur.media
           cc:    louise berg  · louise@valeur.media

FAX:  
+49 30 54 73 97 46 

  
website
youtube

  
instagram.com
facebook.com

© valeur media networks 202�

VISIT US ONLINE:

USA
c�o off the page, llc, po box ���  
agoura hills | ca �1���

please note: the owe will be published on 
new websites and exclusive platforms

mailto:marco.kokkot%40valeur.media?subject=
mailto:louise%40valeur.media?subject=
https://valeurmagazine.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/VALEURMAGAZINE
https://www.instagram.com/valeur_magazine/

